
Knowing Jesus changes 
how you see yourself. 

Hide and Seek
Grab some others and play a game of Hide and 

Seek. After playing Hide and Seek, think back to 

this week’s story of Matthew and how God sought 

him out. God knew Matthew was special and He 

didn’t see him for his past mistakes, only what his 

future could hold! God looks at you the same! He 

sees the amazing, wonderful, special you! 

Thank God for seeing the amazing 
side of you. 

I Am
Sometimes we can make mistakes and poor 

choices. But God doesn’t see that when He looks 

at you. He sees the good! How would you describe 

yourself? 

Circle the words below that describe you!

Know that God sees all the good parts of you! 

New Life
Look up this week’s verse and read it aloud a few 

times with an adult. Then listen for the mistake!

*Adults- read the verse to your kid but instead of

saying it perfectly make a mistake. You can add an 

extra word, leave one out, or make one up! See if

your child can catch the mistake. 

Look for the truth despite the mistakes along 
the way. 

Valued
God values us more than we even know. He looks 

past our mistakes and our mess and He sees us 

as valuable. Let’s talk to God and thank Him for 

creating us and loving us.

“Dear God, Thank you for looking past my mess 

and mistakes and seeing me. Thank you for loving 

me no matter what and creating me to be so 

special and unique. I am so grateful to be loved by 

you. Amen.”
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Individuality is discovering who you’re 
meant to be so you can make a difference.

Read Colossians 3:10 
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A Devotional on Individuality

Tall     Short     Outgoing     Shy     Loud 

Quiet     Friendly     Happy     Loving    

Kind     Friendly     Creative     Explorer    

Reader     Dancer     Thinker
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